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Introduction
What is a degree project?
The degree project is an independent
research project that marks the end of
your education. You complete a degree
project both at the end of your Bachelor’s
degree and at the end of a potential
Master’s degree. Both types of degree
project have many similarities and mainly
differ in level and length. Where there are
differences, they will be pointed out in this
handbook. The degree project is carried
out in a research group or at a company
and is supervised by researchers. The
idea is that you should focus on a
research field of your choice.
For Bachelor’s degrees, the project
covers 15 or 30 ETCS credits. According
to the syllabus for Bachelor-level degree
projects, you should acquire specialised
and additional knowledge in a subjectspecific subarea, and practise using
chemical research methods and your

ability to independently complete minor
research projects.
Master’s degree projects cover 30, 45 or
60 ETCS credits and you carry it out in
the research field you want to specialise
your Master’s in. You should acquire a
substantial amount of additional specialised knowledge in a subject-specific
subarea, and practise using advanced
chemical research methods and your
ability to complete minor research projects with a high degree of independence.
Degree projects have a marking scale of
fail, pass, and pass with distinction.
Each student completes their own,
individual, degree project. To pass, you
should write a report, including an
abstract, hold an oral presentation of the
report at a public seminar, and write a
popular science summary of your work. If
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the project covers 45 or 60 ETCS credits,
a midway assessment also needs to be
carried out in the form of an oral presentation at a public seminar.
Degree projects can take place at a division within the Deparment of Chemistry,
or, after approval by the examiner, at a

different department or outside the university.
Remember: Does the project feel
engaging? The most important factor for
a successful degree project is your own
motivation. Spend some time finding a
project that really interests you.

The different people involved in a degree project
The degree project is carried out by you,
but a number of other people are also
involved, notably an examiner, a supervisor, and a study administrator.

THE EXAMINER
The examiner is responsible for the
degree project. They approve the project
before you start and evaluate it at the
end. The examiner appoints your supervisor. The examiner is present and asks
questions at your oral presentation, reads
and evaluates your written report, and
finally approves the result in Ladok after
it has been registered by the study
administrator. The examiner must be
employed in a teaching position at Lund
University.

THE SUPERVISOR
The supervisor should work where you
are planning to carry out your project.
This is generally the person you will have
the most contact with, will ensure that you
learn the necessary techniques for the
project, and will help you with the
planning and structure of your day to day
work. The supervisor is also responsible
for ensuring that you know how to carry

out your work safely and that you have
written risk analyses for all chemicals and
methods you will work with. The
supervisor provides feedback on your
written report and the oral presentation.
You can have more than one supervisor.

THE STUDY ADMINISTRATOR
The administrator manages the administration that surrounds your project, sends
out the form ”Registration form for degree
projects” before the start of the course,
registers you for the course and sends
the syllabus and assessment protocol to
you, your supervisor and the examiner.
The administrator registers the results of
the different types of assessment during
the course, as well as the final grade, in
Ladok.

WHAT ARE YOU EXPECTED TO
DO?
You are expected to find somewhere to
do your degree project and apply for the
course at Universityadmissions.se. After
that, you carry out the degree project.
This means that you, under supervision,
should plan and do the work; including
any lab work, collection of data and
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analysis, as well as writing and presenting a report. You are responsible for
carrying out the project and for the con-

clusions that you draw. Details on what
this means are collected in this handbook.
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Before the degree project starts
When can I do my degree project?
You may start your degree project when
you fulfil all the entry requirements. It is
up to you to apply for a degree project
course through Universityadmissions.se.
Degree projects should primarily be
carried out during the normal semester,
but for students admitted to a programme
it is possible to do their degree projects
during the summer, according to the
instructions that can be found here:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/.
Remember that a passed degree project
is required for a Bachelor’s degree. This
is especially important if you as a
Bachelor’s student wish do a Master’s, as
you need to have received or applied for
your diploma to be allowed to start one of
our Master’s programmes.

BACHELOR’S PROJECT
You may start the Bachelor-level degree
project when you have passed 105 ETCS
credits worth of chemistry courses, and
15 ETCS credits in mathematics. The
entry requirements are clearly listed in
the course syllabus (can be found here:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/degree-project-courses/).

MASTER’S PROJECT
You may start the Master level degree
project when you have a Bachelor’s
degree with a minimum of 90 ETCS
credits of chemistry, as well as 30 ETCS
credits worth of passed chemistry
courses at advanced level, of which at
least 15 credits should be in the same
field as the degree project.
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What do I need to do before starting my degree
project?
To be able to start your degree project,
you first need to apply to the relevant
course at Universityadmissions.se, as
well as look for an interesting project. It is
a good idea to find a spot before you
apply. Once you have been admitted to
the course you can start preparing for
your project.

HOW DO I FIND A DEGREE
PROJECT?
You need to find where to do the degree
project yourself, including who should be
your supervisor and examiner, which
means contacting the research group
where you want to do it. It is often best to
start searching for a project three to four
months before you want to start. Think
about which field you have found most
interesting during your studies and you
courld consider specialising in further. A
good starting point is to talk to the teacher
responsible for your favourite course
about what could be a suitable project in
that field. You can also find information
about different research groups on the
Department of Chemistry’s webpage:
(http://www.kilu.lu.se/english/research/).
It might feel difficult, but the best way to
find a degree project is usually to get in
touch with individual researchers, introduce yourself and ask if they have a task
suitable as a degree project. You can
email them or, even better, go to their
office and introduce yourself in person. If
you find an interested research group
they will often have ideas for possible

degree projects related to their current
research, but it is always good to have an
idea of what you would like to do before
talking to them. On LUP, Lund University
Publications, you can read other projects
and maybe get ideas for your own
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentstudents/academic-matters-support/lupstudent-papers).

APPLICATION
To be eligible for a degree project you
must first apply to a degree project
course. Normally, you apply through
Universityadmissions.se
for
degree
projects taking place during the
semester. If you are admitted to one of
our programmes and want to do your
project over the summer, or find an
interesting project with short notice, you
can find instructions for applying here:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/. Upon applying, the
Director of Studies will verify that you fulfil
all entry requirements.

REGISTRATION
The administrator will send you the form
“Registration form for degree projects”
one week before the start of your course
(can also be found on our webpage:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/). The form should be
filled in by you, your supervisor and your
examiner on the first day of your degree
project, signed by the examiner and
handed in to the Director of Studies for
verification. After approval by the Director
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of Studies, you are registered for the
course in Ladok by the study administrator. They then send a copy of the regi-

stration, together with the syllabus and
assessment protocol, to you, the supervisor and the examiner.

Degree project at a different university and/or in
another country
There are two main ways to do degree
projects at another university or abroad:
1.

2.

You are registered for a degree
project at the Department of Chemistry, but carry out part of the work at
a different university in Sweden or in
another country. Your examiner is at
the Department of Chemistry, but
the supervisor usually works where
the degree project is carried out. You
must complete all parts of the
course, i.e.: oral presentation, written report, abstract and popular science summary.
You register for a degree project at a
different university and, when you
have passed the course there, you
apply for a credit transfer of that
course to your degree here at LU.
You still need an examiner at the
Department of Chemistry that can
verify that the degree project at the
other university corresponds to a
degree project here. Applications for
credit transfer are handed in to the
study advisor. Information about
how to apply can be found here:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/newpr
ospective-student/credit-transfer/.
Remember to discuss this with the
Director of Studies well in advance

of starting your project to ensure that
it is possible to transfer the credits of
the degree project course at the
other university to the Department of
Chemistry.
Supervisors outside the Department of
Chemistry can sometimes be unaware of
the learning outcomes for a degree
project at Lund University, which can be
found in the syllabus. Discuss with your
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supervisor to make sure they are aware
of them.
Tips:
Contact
the
International
Coordinator at the Faculty of Science
(https://www.science.lu.se/education/inte
rnational-opportunities) and/or the International Coordinator at the Department of
Chemistry for advice and support if you
want to do your degree project abroad.
Tips: Start planning well in advance if you
want to do a degree project abroad or at
another university. It often takes longer to
find and requires more planning.

SCHOLARSHIPS
There is a relatively large number of
scholarships available for doing your
degree project outside Lund University.
On LU’s website you can find links to
travel scholarships for studies abroad:
https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/current-

students/study-abroadopportunities/grants-and-scholarshipsfor-study-abroad. Remember that these
are announced in February each year,
meaning that you need to plan well ahead
to be able to apply. You often need a
letter of admission, an invitation from your
supervisor abroad or similar, depending
on the scholarship and what you are
applying for.
For degree projects at a European
university. you can apply for an Erasmusscholarship, while for degree projects in a
developing country there are “Minor Field
Study” scholarships:
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentstudents/study-abroadopportunities/grants-scholarships/minorfield-studies).

Degree project at a company
If you wish, it is possible to do your
degree project at a company. You must
still find a place to do it yourself. If your
degree project takes place at a company,
you need an examiner at the Department
of Chemistry and a supervisor at the
company. It is not uncommon to also
have a supervisor at the department. The
supervisor at the company is usually the
one to help you with workspace, equipment and contacts, while the supervisor
at the Department of Chemistry can give
advice on a reasonable scope for the
project and assist with theoretical knowledge.

Supervisors outside the Department of
Chemistry can sometimes be unaware of
the learning outcomes for a degree
project at Lund University, which can be
found in the syllabus. Discuss with your
supervisor to make sure they are aware
of them.
Tips: Many bigger companies have lists
with suggestions for degree projects on
their webpages. Through the Lund
University career portal MyCareer Lund
you can search among degree projects
on offer from employers, both in Sweden
and internationally. Just remember that
the degree projects that you find there
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have not yet been approved as degree
projects. You have to take the project to
the Department of Chemistry and find a
supervisor and examiner before you
start. You can reach MyCareer here:
https://mycareer.lu.se/.

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS
AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
At LU, all degree project reports are
publically available documents and can
not be confidential. Copyright laws allow
others to refer to and cite your degree
project, as well as copy parts of it for their
own use.

Assessment of the degree project is
based on what is written in the report. It
happens occasionally that companies
want you to sign a confidentiality agreement, but if you sign anything that means
your degree project report can not be
made publically available then it can not
be assessed and marked. The report
must be sufficient to pass without any
confidential results.
Remember: A confidentiality agreement
usually means that you may become
liable towards the company.

Other useful preparations
Apart from the purely administrative
preparations before starting a degree
project, there are some other things you
can do to prepare. It is very helpful to
know a bit about what you will be doing
before you start, so it is beneficial to do
some reading in advance. Your
supervisor can often give you a couple of
relevant scientific papers or a doctoral
thesis to start with. Think about what you
will do and make a rough plan for the time
you have for the project. Do not forget to
also make time for writing the report.

Tips: It can be very helpful, while reading
up on your project, to start writing the
introduction to the report. It can help you
focus your reading around the project and
what is important.
Tips: A project plan can be a great help.
The project plan briefly describes
background, aims, scope, methods and
goals for the project, as well as containing
a rough time plan.
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During the degree project
When you have applied for and been
admitted to the course, found somewhere
to do your project, and been registered,
you can finally start the actual work. You
should spend 10 weeks of fulltime work
for a 15 ETCS credit degree project, 20
weeks for 30 credits, 30 weeks for 45
credits, and 40 weeks for 60 credits. You
should employ the scientific method,
meaning that statements and results
should be well founded, that sources
should be referenced properly, and that
the work is objective and systematic.
There are several different parts to your
project, not just the lab work, so remem-

ber to plan and make time for those. It is
also good to remember that the degree
project is part of the front line of research,
where aims and scope may change over
time depending on what you find.
Remember: Start discussing the rough
outline of your report early, outlining
aims, introduction, scope and methods,
but be aware that this may change as
work progresses.
Tips: Structure your time and make sure
to work sufficient hours each day.

Lab work
The basis for the degree project is the
investigation of a hypothesis through
some form of lab work. The precise form
of this lab work will vary depending on
what area of chemistry you choose to do
it in. It commonly involves experiments in
a lab, but if, for example, your project is
in theoretical chemistry, the lab work
may constitute different types of simulations or calculations. During your project,
you are expected to perform the necessary preparations, like mixing buffers or
doing calculations. It is good to remember that it often takes longer than you
think to prepare, perform and analyse
different experiments. You should be
aware of what you are doing and what
the risks are. You should write risk
analyses for all your experiments in your
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lab journal, which should be readily
available where the work is carried out.
Remember: Your results need to be
reproducible, meaning they should be

possible to repeat. Most experiments
should be run in triplicates and you
should use statistical tools to verify your
results.

Documentation

It is important to document your work as
it progresses by keeping a detailed lab
journal of your experiments and how you
did them. This is not just the case for wet
lab experiments, but also includes data
analysis, simulation, etc. It is especially
important to note down mistakes and
other things that differ from the protocols
you use, to know what has been done in
case the experiments need to be rerun. It
is important to know exactly how an
experiment was carried out since it must
be reproducible – the same experiment
should give the same result every time it
is run. Thorough notetaking can save you
new experiments if you get odd or
unexpected results, and is an easy way
to retrace your steps. For example, you
can use the descriptions in your lab
journal as a protocol for later experiments
using the same method. It can also ease
communication with your supervisor.

Tips: The thought ”I don’t need to write
this down, I’ll remember this” is basically
never true. Note down everything. It will
save a lot of time and frustration in future.
Tips: It can be difficult to have an overview of your work when you are in the
middle of it. Give yourself time to reflect,
for example by thinking through what you
have done and where you are going at
the end of each week.
Remember: Your lab results belong to
the research group and it is not unusual
that you have to leave your lab journal
with them when your project is over.
Since your project will generally be part of
a larger research project, other mem-bers
of the research group may need to
reference what you have done in your lab
journal at a later date. Thus, try to ensure
that your lab journal is understandable by
others.
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Contact with the supervisor
How much contact you have with your
supervisor varies, but they are generally
the person at the division where you are
carrying out your degree project that you
will have the most contact with. Your
supervisor is responsible for ensuring
that you learn the techniques and
methods you need to carry out your
project, and that you learn them well
enough to perform them safely and
become independent. If someone else in
the group knows a method you need to
learn, it is possible that the supervisor will
refer you to them for training. Your
supervisor will also help you with the
writing of your report, by reading it and
providing feedback. It is a good idea to
plan when your supervisor should read
the different sections of the report, and to
plan to have it read in its entirety at least

once. The supervisor can also assist with
feedback on your oral presentation.
Remember: The commitment and
availability of a supervisor can vary
greatly. Discuss what expectations you
have of each other, and what form the
supervision will take, at the start of the
project. Do you prefer regular meetings,
or meeting when necessary?
Tips: It is good to document meetings
with your supervisor and other group
members. Take notes at meetings and
preferably confirm all agreements in writing, for example by email. It reduces the
risk of misunderstandings and increases
the likelihood that everyone sticks to what
they have promised.

Report writing
You need to write a report as part of your
degree project. You may write it in
Swedish at Bachelor level, but in practice
it is almost always written in English. The
report has the same basic layout as a lab
report, with introduction, methods, results
and discussion, and must also contain an
abstract, usually no more than 250
words. The report will be a bit different
depending on which area of chemistry
you are doing your project in, check with
your supervisor or examiner what is
expected at your division. The report
should summarise the research field and
how your work fits into it, it should de-

scribe what you have done, what the
results were and what conclusions can be
drawn from it. The most important part of
the report is your own research. Be clear
about what was your work and what
came from other sources.
It is important that you leave yourself time
to write the report, writing such a long text
is a process that requires time. Do not
expect the first draft to look perfect, you
need to work through several drafts to
reach a finished result. Also make sure
that your supervisor reads all parts of the
report and gives feedback at an early
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stage. It will make it much easier in case
something major needs to be changed.
Write the report as you work through the
project. For example, the introduction
and methods can be written while you are
still doing experiments. Agree to deadlines for when you should be done with
the different sections and when your
supervisor should read them. It can feel
difficult to let someone else read an
unfinished text, but the feedback you get
can be very valuable. Make sure to give
the supervisor time to read the report and
then make time to address the comments
you get.

Remember: Be critical! Carefully state
the scope and limitations, and discuss
any variations in your results, alternative
explanations and the reliability of your
sources.
Tips: It is a good idea to let someone
other than your supervisor read your
report and give feedback when it is reaching a finished state.
Remember: Proofreading takes longer
than you think!

Finding literature
You need to know a lot about a subject to
be able to write a well-informed text.
It should be clear what sources you
have used in your text, and how your
work relates to current research – as a
consequence, your degree project will
become more trustworthy. This means
that you will need to do relatively comprehensive literature searches. Your supervisor can help you with important key
references, but you also need to search
for the relevant literature yourself.
You can find databases and other
resources that are relevant for chemistry
at the Chemical Centre library website:
http://www.bibliotek.kc.lu.se/english/.
Look through the section “Search & Find”

for useful databases; there is also a
section of tips for literature searches.
Do not hesitate to book time with a
librarian if you need help searching for
information, reference management,
evaluating sources, etc. Write to
bibliotek@kc.lu.se, describe your field
and what you need help with. You can of
course also always stop by the library and
ask without booking a time.
Remember: Be critical! Ask yourself who
the author of the book or webpage is and
what they know about the subject.
Tips: A shortcut to relevant literature is
the reference list of a report or paper that
covers your subject.
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Reference management
You must cite your sources, otherwise
your report could be seen as plagiarised.
There are many ways to format your
references, ask your supervisor what is
expected at your division. More
information about the most common
citation styles can be found at the
Chemical
Centre
library
website:
(http://libguides.lub.lu.se/c.php?g=30777
5&p=2055028).
A good reference list is necessary for
anyone reading your work to be able to
evaluate it, but also to allow you to
navigate your own work. Start building
your reference library early, if you find an
interesting or relevant paper make sure to
save it, since it can be time consuming
and difficult to find the same paper again
later. It is also a good idea to save notes
about the paper together with it, making it
easier to return to the relevant information. Managing references can quickly
become cumbersome, so there are seve-

ral different reference management
programs where you can sort your
references. All employees and students
at Lund University have access to the
management program EndNote, and
there are also free reference management programs such as Mendeley.
More information on these programs is
available at the library website
(http://libguides.lub.lu.se/c.php?g=30777
5&p=2055028). The library offers support
and courses for EndNote.

PLAGIARISM
Citing your source correctly is important
in order to not be accused of plagiarism.
The Department of Chemistry has a
policy for plagiarism that is sent to all
students at the start of each course, and
can be found on the website
(http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/currentstudent/cheating-and-plagiarism/). Read
it and remember that you can be found
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guilty of plagiarism through a lack of
independence in expression and layout.
Many teachers at the Department of
Chemistry use Urkund, a program that
highlights similarities between an
uploaded text and other texts published

online or previously uploaded to the
program. The Urkund handbook for
students has useful examples of
plagiarism and can be downloaded here:
https://www.urkund.com/urkund-forstudents/.

Help and support
The degree project can be stressful and
intense, but should also be fun and
stimulating. If you feel that you need
support during your project there are
several places to turn to.
If you are stressed, worried or experienceing anxiety surrounding your
degree project, you can make use of the
Student health counselling service
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentstudents/health-care/student-healthcounselling). They can provide many
forms of support, for example someone to
talk to, help to find further, more specialised, help, and different courses.
For writing support, you can turn to the
Academic support centre at Lund
University. There you can discuss your
report and the writing process with
someone other than your supervisor.
They also offer courses on good study
practices
and
academic
writing
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentstudents/academic-matters-support/theacademic-support-centre).
Lund University has a free online course
in academic writing: Writing in English at
University. The whole course can be

found on the learning platform Coursera
(https://www.coursera.org/learn/writingenglish-university/). These lectures are
also available to watch on Youtube
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=P
LeVxAnFsasIqIc8b03kHA3twxfIwgO2M). At https://awelu.srv.lu.se/
(Academic Writing in English, Lund
University), there is help regarding writing
in English. Among other things it contains
an English glossary, grammar and writing
tips.
For any problem, you are always
welcome to contact the Study advisor or
Director of Studies for advice and help. If
you feel you are being discriminated
against or harassed, you can turn directly
to the Head of Department.

IF PROBLEMS ARISE
Sometimes problems or conflicts arise
during your degree project. It could be
with your supervisor, other members of
the group, or something else. Initially you
should try to resolve the issue by talking
to your supervisor. If you feel that does
not help, or you do not feel comfortable
talking to your supervisor, you should
immediately contact your examiner or the
Director of Studies. If there are problems
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between you and your supervisor, an
attempt should be made to try to resolve
them, but sometimes that is not possible

and then you have the right to change
supervisor during your project.

Assessment and wrap-up
To pass the degree project, several
different parts are required, and all need
to be evaluated by your examiner. The
different parts of your degree project are
assessed according to an assessment

protocol that can be found here:
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/.

Oral presentation
You should present your degree project
at a public seminar. 20 minutes is usually
sufficient time for the presentation, which
is usually given in English, as all divisions
at the Department of Chemistry are international. Bachelor’s projects can also be
presented in Swedish. When you are
done with your presentation, there should
be time for questions about your work,
first from the examiner and then from
other audience members.
The aim of the oral presentation is to get
the audience to understand what you
have done. Remember that most of those
attending the presentation have only
seen the title of your degree project. Take
time to explain the aims, and concentrate
on the main points rather than trying to
explain everything. The figures you use
should be clear and visible from the back
of the room, if possible avoid complicated
diagrams and equations.
Tips: Attend at least one degree project
presentation before you hold your own.

Tips: Visit the venue where you will give
your presentation beforehand, and make
sure that the technology is working, test
how loudly you need to speak, and how
you can move about the room.

MIDWAY ASSESSMENT
TIME PRESENTATION)

(HALF-

If your project is 45 or 60 ETCS credits,
you also need to do a half-time presentation after you have completed half of
your project. This presentation should
summarise the results so far and what the
plan is going forward. The examiner is
also present at this public seminar, and
the examiner and audience should both
get the opportunity to ask questions. This
is necessary to be able to register the first
part of your project, which for example is
required to continue receiving Swedish
student loans. When the half-time
presentation is done, the examiner
should report the results to the study
administrator
for
registration
and
verification by the examiner in Ladok.
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Report

The report is the final product and what
remains when the degree project is
complete. The quality of your degree
project is largely evaluated based on the
quality of your report. In it, you are
expected to summarise the current
research within your field, present and
analyse your own results, as well as
explain why it is relevant. The report
should be written for your peers, that is
students at the end of the same
education as you, and should be high
quality. After the examiner has read the
report, you usually get it back to make
changes based on the examiner’s
comments, before the final hand-in.

Remember: You are not responsible for
obtaining good results. Research is
difficult to predict and it is ok to not have
any results because it turns out that what
you were doing does not work. In that
case, you will need to analyse why you
think it did not work and what can be done
in the future.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND ETHICAL ASPECTS
Part of the learning outcomes for all
courses require that you consider sustainable development and ethical
aspects. How much this factors into your
project will vary greatly, but it is important
to think about and include in your report.

Popular science summary
To pass your degree project you need
to write a popular science summary in
Swedish or English. The target audience
are students that are about to start their
university education in chemistry. The

popular sicence summary should be one
to two pages including figures.
Tips: It is a very good idea to let someone that is not as familiar with chemistry
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read your popular science summary. It is
often difficult to know what is unclear or
at a too high level when you know the
subject well yourself.

Tips: The text should summarise your
work, but to do this it needs to explain
enough background for the reader to
understand what you have done. This
means that the bulk of your text will
generally be background/introduction.

Registration of assessment
To receive a mark for the whole course,
all forms of assessment for the course
must be completed: report, oral
presentation, popular science summary
and, for 45 or 60 ETCS credit degree
projects, half-time presentation. To pass
the course you also need to publish the
abstract and popular science summary
on LUP Student Papers. More
information
is
available
at:
http://www.bibliotek.kc.lu.se/index.php?i
d=102603. Upon publication, an automatic email is sent to the study administrator, who registers it in Ladok. It is
possible to publish your entire report at
LUP Student Papers. However, this
should only be done after consulting your
supervisor.
It is possible to print your degree project
at Media-Tryck (by entrance E), something the division where you did your
degree project would have to pay for. You
should thus discuss with your supervisor
or examiner if you are interested in
getting your report printed.

FINISHED COURSE
When assessment of all parts of the degree project is complete, an assessment
Protocol should be filled in by the supervisor and examiner together and signed

by the examiner (this can be found at
http://www.kemi.lu.se/english/education/
degree-project/). The assessment protocol is handed in to the study administrator
for registration of your grade in Ladok.
When all parts of the degree project have
been registered by the study administrator and verified by the examiner, the
final grade for the whole course can be
registered. When the final grade has
been verified by the examiner in Ladok
the course will the marked as complete.

EVALUATION
After the degree project is passed and
registered in Ladok you will receive an
email with a link to a course evaluation.
The questions are answered anonymously and are tailored to the degree
project, for example with questions about
relevance, satisfaction and supervision.
Fill in the evaluation and help make
degree projects at the Department of
Chemistry even better
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guilty of plagiarism through a lack of
independence in expression and layout.

online or previously uploaded to the
program. The Urkund handbook for
students has useful examples of
Many teachers at the Department of plagiarism and can be downloaded here:
Chemistry
use Urkund,
a program
that https://www.urkund.com/urkund-for
Overton,
T., Scott,
J., & Johnson,
S. (2015). Study and communication

highlightsskills
similarities
between
an students/.
for the chemical
sciences.
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
uploaded For
textboth
andadvanced
other texts
published
and
novice students. Contains sections on writing a
degree project, plagiarism, reference management, etc.

Recommended reading

Carter, M. (2013). Designing science presentations: A visual guide to
figures, papers, slides, posters, and more. London: Academic Press.
The degree project can be stressful and found on the learning platform Coursera
intense,
but
should
also K.,
be &fun
and (https://www.coursera.org/learn/writing
Davis,
M., Davis,
Dunagan,
M. (2012). Scientific papers and

stimulating.
If you feel that
you scientific
need english-university/).
These lectures
are
presentations:
effective
communication. London:
Academic
support during
Press. your project there are also available to watch on Youtube
several places
to turn
to.
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=P
Contains
sections
on how to write a
draft, format tables and diagrams, find
LeVxAnFsasIqIc8b03kHA3twliterature, avoid plagiarism, proofreading,
etc.
If you are stressed, worried or expe- xfIwgO2M). At https://awelu.srv.lu.se/
rienceing
anxiety
your
The following
Swedishsurrounding
books are also
available:
(Academic Writing in English, Lund
degree project, you can make use of the University), there is help regarding writing

Höst,
Regnell, B., &service
Runeson, P. (2006). Att genomföra

Student
healthM., counselling
in English. Among other things it contains
examensarbete. Lund: Studentlitteratur.
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentan English glossary, grammar and writing
Practical advice for the entire degree project process, from outlining scope
students/health-care/student-healthtips.
to a finished
report.
counselling).
They can
provide many
forms of support, for example someone to For any problem, you are always

Säfsten, K., & Gustavsson, M. (2019). Forskningsmetodik: för

talk to,
help to find further, more special- welcome to contact the Study advisor or
ingenjörer och andra problemlösare. Lund: Studentlitteratur.
ised, help, and different courses.
Director of Studies for advice and help. If
Mainly for programmes that focus on problem solving. Useful for both
you feel you are being discriminated
degree
projects
and turn
PhD to
students.
For writing
support,
you can
the against or harassed, you can turn directly
Academic support centre at Lund to the Head of Department.

Hemlin,
Edebäck,
G. (2003). Sammanfattningsvis skulle jag

University.
There B.,
you&can
discussL.your
vilja
säga:
frågor
och
svar
om hur man håller en vettig presentation.
report and the writing process with
IF PROBLEMS ARISE
Stockholm:
Esper.
someone other than your supervisor. Sometimes problems or conflicts arise
They also offer courses on good study during your degree project. It could be
There are also
other academic
useful books on
the shelves of the Chemical Centre library:
practices
and
writing
with your supervisor, other members of

General textbooks
(https://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/currentthe group, or something else. Initially you

001 - Knowledge & research
students/academic-matters-support/theshould try to resolve the issue by talking

808 - Rhetoric & writing
academic-support-centre).
to your supervisor. If you feel that does
not help, or you do not feel comfortable
Lund University has a free online course
talking to your supervisor, you should
in academic writing: Writing in English at
immediately contact your examiner or the
University. The whole course can be
Director of Studies. If there are problems



Help and support
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Time plan and checklist
To keep track of what you need to do for your degree project, a checklist with
suggested timings is provided. For 15 ETCS credit degree projects you should spend
10 weeks of fulltime work, for 30 credits 20 weeks, for 45 credits 30 weeks and for 60
credits 40 weeks. The checklist is only a recommendation. Mandatory points are
marked with *:

Timeplan
Timeplan
☐ Start looking for a degree project outside Lund University
At least 6
months
beforebefore
At least 6 months
Start looking for a degree project outside Lund University
☐ Start looking for a degree project at the department
Start looking for a degree project at the department

☐ Apply for the degree project course*
Apply for the degree project course*

☐ Read up on your project
Read up on your project

☐ Make a project plan

Make from
a project
plan administrator with registration
☐ Email
the study
form and information*

Email from the study administrator with registration
☐ Introductory
meeting with the supervisor and examiner,
form and information*

and filling in the registration form*

4 months before

4 months before

latest 15th of October
th
or 15
ofor
April
Latest
15/10
15/4
1 month before

1 month before

1 month before

1 month before

1 week before

1 week before

Day 1

Introductory meeting with the supervisor and examiner,
☐ Half-time
presentation (only for 45 or 60 ETCS credit
and filling in the registration form*

Day 1

Half-time
presentation
(only to
forthe
45 or
60 ETCS credit
☐ Last
hand-in
of the report
supervisor
for
degree projects)*
feedback

Week
15 the
(45 second
hp)
Before
or week
20 (60
hp)
to last
week

☐ First
the report
reporttotothe
thesupervisor
examiner*for feedback
Lasthand-in
hand-in of
of the

At the
of to
Before
thestart
second
the
last
week
last week

degree projects)*

☐ Oral presentation*

Week 15 (45 hp)
or week 20 (60 hp)

Last week

First hand-in of the report to the examiner*

At the start of the last
week
Within 2 weeks

Oral presentation*

Last week

Final hand-in of the report to the examiner*

Within 2 weeks of the
last week

☐ Final hand-in of the report to the examiner*

of the last week
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Summary tips


Choose a subject for your degree project that you find fun



Go and talk to those you are interested in doing a degree
project with



Read up on your project before you start



Write a project plan, it can help you define what you need to
know and what you will do



It is not possible to write a too detailed lab journal!



Take notes when having meetings with your supervisor



Start writing your report early and make sure to get feedback
on your text several times



Use a reference management program



If you run into problems during your degree project come and
talk to the Director of Studies or Study advisor



Let someone else that is not as familiar with chemistry read
your popular science summary



Avoid having too much detail in the oral presentation,
it should only take 20 minutes



Fill out the course evaluation when you are done
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